The 2024 International Legal Education Abroad and LLM Administrators Conference

Friday, April 19, 2024
Visiting Scholars Programs: Global Engagement/ International Collaboration/ Enhanced On-Campus Intellectual Life
2:00 PM– 3:30 PM ET
3:30 PM – 4:00 PM ET (Open Agenda/Happy Hour)

U.S. law schools often provide opportunities for professors, Ph.D. students, practitioners, and others to join their campus communities through the Visiting Scholars Program. Panelists will highlight (i) ways to integrate your scholars into the faculty community, (ii) visiting scholars as part of MOUs and international engagement, and (iii) ways to highlight the work of your visiting scholars within the law school. Panelists will also highlight the financial models that bring these visitors to campus and best practices and lessons learned. Although visiting scholar programs may not get the attention that LL.M. programs and students get, our scholars contribute so much to our schools’ intellectual life and community, which inspired this panel discussion. For many schools, it may make strategic sense to integrate visiting scholars into their broader internationalization/non-jd operations!

**Moderator:**
Joshua Alter, Associate Dean of International Programs, Northwestern University Pritzker School of Law

**Presenters:**
Lori Downes, Assistant Director of International Programs, University of Hawai‘i at Manoa William S. Richardson School of Law
Andrew S Horsfall, Assistant Dean of International Programs at Syracuse University College of Law
Melanija Radnovic, Director, Abroad and International Programs, American University Washington College of Law
Stephanie Wiederhold, Graduate Programs Coordinator at the University of Michigan Law School